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Preserve Sentinel Hill Neighbours Speak AGAINST the Milliken 
Development – West Vancouver Council Meeting Jan 13, 2014 

 
Good evening council members and mayor my name is Philip Falls, I live at 770 Eden 
Place and I am a member of Preserve Sentinel Hill and am speaking both as a resident 
and on behalf of the group. Some, including neighbours, staff and even council members 
have wondered who is Preserve Sentinel and what are they up to. Let me shed some 
light on the group.  
 
I would like to speak to you about the growing level of support from our neighbourhood to 
keep our neighbourhood zoned for single family residences. Since our ability to speak is 
limited to three minutes we will be piggybacking on some discussions. 
 
When we canvassed our neighbours, first the Eden place cul- de-sac and then expanded 
our neighbourhood consultation process to a wider neighbourhood encompassing 
Sentinel Hill - we set out as basic guiding principles to truly listen to residents and were 
prepared for dissent and disinterest in our message.  
 
We didn't just hand out a general open ended vague comment sheets without 
parameters, statements or questions. We provided a context. We created a very clear 
statement of neighbourhood character (which you have seen) and asked for support with 
input and comments. And we got them. We went door-to-door and surprisingly many 
people invited us into their homes and appreciated that we were listening to them and 
asked us to voice their concerns to council – which is what we have been doing.  
 
If neighbours appeared disinterested we quickly learnt that it wasn’t the Preserve 
Sentinel Hill message they were concerned with, but they felt frustrated that the district’s 
development process is rigged in favour of the developer – “so why bother and try to 
express our point of view” – “city (district) hall doesn’t care about us and we have no 
chance of making a difference”. Our neighbours are clearly concerned with spot zoning 
and wonder what the next surprise will be from staff and Council for Taylor Way? We told 
them we are trying to make a difference against a process that favour developers and as 
result many neighbours chose to support the Preserve Sentinel Position of keeping our 
neighbourhood zoned single family.   
 
Because our neighbours want us to speak to you – we feel duty bound to represent 
them and as such you can expect to continue to hear from us on their behalf. 
 
Preserve Sentinel Hill now has well in excess of over 100 supporters. We have never 
wavered from our message and our numbers grow larger. Yet, we too feel that our 
message of opposition falls largely on deaf ears. Why is that? 
 
Keeping our neighbourhood’s single family housing status and free of spot rezoning is 
simply not within staff’s, planning department’s, and the DRC’s scope to deal with.  
Those groups are instead busy on working on rezoning bylaw guidelines and design and 
construction details. Staff has made at best some weak attempts to manage a community 
consulting process but by as evidenced by their governance processes and recent 
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actions at the Open house, the process is at best biased against all residents that are not 
in favour of the development and in favour of the rezoning and the developer’s position – 
(another speaker will speak to this). As such, our concerns may be important – but not to 
those groups. It has been very obvious that to us that the District development 
application process and the actions we have witnessed from some staff towards our 
members has not been supportive of properly giving any serious and equal consideration 
of our concerns and yet our views our supported by an ever growing number of our 
Sentinel Hill neighbours and many with the city designated affected area. 
 
Our message is clear - don’t change the zoning in our neighbourhood, if this project is 
truly needed, relocate it elsewhere – please direct the planning department to research 
alternatives sites for this development. Please keep our neighbourhood zoned for single 
family homes.  
 
Please place this note on Council’s correspondence file and on the development 
application site. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 




